Performance improvement of sharding in MongoDB using k-mean clustering algorithm
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Abstract—Web applications are growing at a staggering rate every day. As web applications keep getting more complex, their data storage requirements tend to grow exponentially. No-SQL (MongoDB) database which breaks the shackles of RDBMS is becoming the focus of attention. In this paper, firstly represented the architecture and implementation process of Auto-Sharding process in MongoDB database, then an improved algorithm based on K-Mean clustering operation is proposed in order to solve the problem of uneven distribution of data in auto-sharding. So using this balancing strategy we can effectively balance the data among shards and improve the cluster’s concurrent reading and writing performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web applications are growing at a staggering rate every day. As web applications keep getting more complex, their data storage requirements tend to grow exponentially. Information Technology (IT) department of any organization is responsible for providing reliable computing, storage, backup and network facilities at the lowest feasible cost. MongoDB [1] is an open-source project supported by 10gen, Inc. The 10gen cloud platform can be used to create a private cloud. MongoDB is an open source, document-oriented database designed with both scalability and developer agility in mind. Instead of storing your data in tables and rows as you would with a relational database, MongoDB is easy to store data with object types, including documents-insert objects and number group, and suit for a large number of data to insert real-time, update and query, and have the ability to copy and high scalability the application program needed to do real-time data storage[2]. In MongoDB, you store JSON-like documents with dynamic schemas. The goal of MongoDB is to bridge the gap between key-value stores (which are fast and scalable) and relational databases (which have rich functionality). MongoDB maintains many of the great features of a relational database-like indexes and dynamic queries. But by changing the data model from relational to document-oriented, you gain many advantages, including greater agility through flexible schemas and easier horizontal scalability. The Fig. 1 shows the model of MongoDB database [3].

Fig. 1 MongoDB database
In MongoDB, there are some issues like [4]: (a) if system or network crashes while it’s updating ‘table-contents’ – you lose all you data. Repair takes a lot of time, but usually ends up in 50-90% data loss if you aren’t lucky. So only way to be fully secure is to have 2 replicas in different data centers. (b) Indexes take up a lot of RAM. They are B-tree indexes and if you have many, you can run out of system resources really fast, so require fast resource process. (c) Data size in MongoDB is typically higher e.g. each document has field names stored it. (d) Less flexibility with more complex querying because there is no join operation. (No-join). (e) No support for transactions – certain atomic operations is supported, at a single document level. (f) At the moment Map/Reduce (e.g. to do aggregations/data analysis) is OK, but not blisteringly fast. So if that’s required, something like Hadoop may need to be added into the mix. (g) Balancing strategies of auto-sharding process is not terribly intelligent. The goal of the balancer is not only to keep the data evenly distributed but also to minimize the amount of data transferred. It moves chunks based on the overall size of the shard [5]. So it is necessary to improve the balancing strategy of Auto-Sharding in MongoDB.

1. AUTO-SHARDING IN MONGODB

Sharding [6] refers to the process of splitting data up and storing different portions of the data on different machines. By splitting data up across machines, it becomes possible to store more data and handle more loads without requiring large or powerful machines. MongoDB supports Auto-Sharding, which eliminates some of the manual sharding; the cluster can split up data and rebalance automatically. MongoDB sharding provides: (1) automatic balancing for changes in load and data distribution, (2) easy addition of new machines without downtime, (3) no single points of failure, and (4) automatic failover.

1.1. Auto-sharding architecture

A MongoDB shard cluster consists of two or more shards, one or more config servers, and any number of routing processes.

![Architecture of Auto-Sharding](image)

Figure 2. Architecture of Auto-Sharding [7]

Each of the components is described below [5]:

1. Shard: Each shard consists of one or more servers and stores data using mongod processes. In production situation, each shard will consist of a replica set to ensure availability and automated failover.

2. Config server: It stores the cluster's metadata which includes basic information on each shard server and the chunks contained therein.

3. Mongos (Routing Processes): It can be thought of as a routing and coordination process. When receiving requests from client, the mongos routes the request to the appropriate server and merges any results to be sent back to the client.

1.2. Balancing strategies of auto-sharding [5]

MongoDB uses balancer to keep chunks evenly across all servers of the cluster. The unit of transfer is a chunk, and balancer waits for a threshold of uneven chunks counts to occur. In the field,
having a difference of 8 chunks between the least and most loaded shards showed to be a good heuristic. Once the threshold is reached, balancer will redistribute chunks, until that difference in chunks between any two shards is down to 2 chunks. In order to reduce the amount of data transferred, each shard contains multiple ranges. When a new shard added into the cluster or some of the shards contain too much data to reach the threshold, the balancer will skim chunks off of the top of the most populous shard and move these chunks to the least populous shard, allowing the data evenly distributed in the cluster by moving the bare minimum.

The goal of the balancer is not only to keep the data evenly distributed but also to minimize the amount of data transferred. The balancer's algorithm isn't terribly intelligent. It moves chunks based on the overall size of the shard [7]. The migration chunks are just the ones located on the top of each shard, but the operation of data is not taking into consideration. The data transferred between shards may not often be used, it will make the system load cannot achieve an effective balance. It is necessary to improve the balancing strategy of Auto-Sharding in MongoDB.

2. ALGORITHM BASED ON K-MEAN CLUSTERING OPERATION

In web application, there are huge amount of database. Normally 100 to 150 queries are fire every time in this entire database. All this queries are saving into pattern which is making cluster of table in database. This cluster gives information of the frequency of used tables. So using this cluster we can find most usable table in database and this table put in the particular shard of MongoDB's auto-sharding process. Using this algorithm we can solve uneven distribution of data problem in MongoDB.

2.1. K-Mean clustering algorithm[8]

K-means clustering is a data mining/machine learning algorithm used to cluster observations into groups of related observations without any prior knowledge of those relationships. The k-means algorithm is one of the simplest clustering techniques and it is commonly used in medical imaging, biometrics and related fields.

The k-means algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm that gains its name from its method of operation. The algorithm clusters observations into k groups, where k is provided as an input parameter. It then assigns each observation to clusters based upon the observation's proximity to the mean of the cluster. The cluster's mean is then recomputed and the process begins again. Here's how the algorithm works:

1. The algorithm arbitrarily selects k points as the initial cluster centers ("means").
2. Each point in the dataset is assigned to the closed cluster, based upon the Euclidean distance between each point and each cluster center.
3. Each cluster center is recomputed as the average of the points in that cluster.
4. Steps 2 and 3 repeat until the clusters converge. Convergence may be defined differently depending upon the implementation, but it normally means that either no observations change clusters when steps 2 and 3 are repeated or that the changes do not make a material difference in the definition of the clusters.

2.2. Proposed approach

Using K-Mean clustering algorithm we can make different cluster base on most usage tables in database. So using these algorithm we can find most usage table and make cluster of that database.
Taking one example, take large databases: disaster management. Now using the clustering algorithm making different cluster of that database like:
Q1: disaster_master, volunteer_team, volunteer
Q2: disaster_master, lost_person, rescue_person
Q3: volunteer, state, area, disaster_type
So using clustering algorithm, we can make different clusters like q1, q2 and q3. Now using this cluster we can get most use table in database. Now put this most used table to particular shard in MongoDB’s auto-sharding process using shardtag and addshardrange tag command. So finally check concurrent reading and writing performance of original algorithm and k-mean clustering algorithm.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The test environment based on the MongoDB Auto-Sharding cluster, it contains 10 virtual machines, each of which has the same hardware configuration: 4GB of memory and CPU speed is 2.4G HZ. Each virtual machine has a Windows 7 operating system, and be connected by the 100Mbps LAN. The MongoDB version is 2.6.1, and the Auto-Sharding cluster has three shards, each of which consists of a replica set. Each replica set contains three nodes: one primary node and two secondary nodes. We should run the rs.slaveOk () command on the secondary nodes in order to query data from them.

Now firstly create large dataset based on our requirement than apply k-mean clustering algorithm to make different cluster based on most usable table in database. Now using this cluster we can find most usage table so put those all tables to particular shard in sharding process using shardtag and addshardrange command. We realize the clustering algorithm based on k-mean clustering in MongoDB, and compare the two algorithms by testing the concurrent read and write performance of the cluster. In order to see the effect of the k-mean clustering algorithm, we only add two shards, insert 12,000 records and use randomly generated id to do find and update operations. Then we add the third shard to the cluster. The purpose of this action is to ensure the cluster has data at the beginning of the test.

Firstly, we test the concurrent writing performance of the cluster. We insert 12,000 records into the cluster and remain the overall amount of records be same under different number of concurrent. The concurrent writing performance of this two algorithm is shown in the Fig. 3. Remain the concurrent number and records are unchanged and test the concurrent reading performance of the cluster. The concurrent reading performance of these two algorithms is shown in the Fig. 4.

![Figure 3. Concurrent writing performance](image)
II. CONCLUSION

In this paper first explain architecture and principle of MongoDB’s auto-sharding process. There is problem of uneven distribution of data among the shards; we introduce an improved balancing algorithm based on K-mean clustering algorithm. A data balancing strategy based on this k-mean clustering algorithm proposed and its gives concurrent writing and reading performance of auto-sharding significantly improved verified by experiment. For future work, we can also use k-mean clustering algorithm is based on column fragmentation on sharding process and improve data balancing strategy.
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